
T-AIDS Project
Student Questionnaire
115 STUDENTS ANSWERED THE QUESTIONS



1. Your age?
%77,4 of the students are aged between 14 and 16



2. Your gender?
%62,6 of the participant students are male



3. Which technological devices do you 
use the most?
%87 of our students indicates that they use the mobile  phones most



4. How do you connect to the Internet 
most?
%81 of them connects to internet at home, but %67 of them also can connect with their mobile  
phones



5. Which period of the day do you spend 
time with technological devices?
Over %50 of them indicates that they spend their time with technological devices between
16:00 and 22:00 (means after school to bed)



6. How many hours do you spend with 
technological devices in a day?
%13 of them says spending over 5 hours a day with tech devices, also over %91 of them says at 
least more then 1 hour a day…



7. Which technological device do you use 
most?
You see, they use the mobile phones nearly all the time…



8. What purposes do you use these 
devices most?
Most of the students prefer using tech devices to listen music or for social media.



9. Which Social Media tools do you use?

Most useful social media tools are Whatsapp and Instagram ☺…

More then 80% of the students use Whatsapp and Instagram



10. How many hours do you spend on 
Social Media in a day?
Over %30 of them declares he/she spend over 3 hours a day on social media.



11. Imagine having an important test tomorrow. While you were studying, a close friend invited you 
to a technological event (Live broadcast sharing, video watching party, playing online games, online 
messaging / chatting, whatsapp conversation ...). How do you deal with this situation?

- %35 of them prefer not to study…



12. Do you think which technological devices  
contribute  to  your School success?
Interestingly, %65 of them thinks mobile phones are helping their school success



13. What are the most essential 
technological devices in your life?
It is always mobile phone. Air, water, mobile phone…



14. Which technological devices does 
your best friend use most?
I said before. Always mobile phone… ☺



15. If you are in a deserted island, 
without technological devices;
Tricky question. %49 of them declares can’t live more then a month.



16. Using Technological Devices;
%49 of them says it has no harm and helps socializing.



17. About My Using Technological 
Devices;
%46 of them declares their family don’t know, or do not limit. 



18. How do you spend  your free times 
with your family?
%33 of them prefer spending time with PC , tablet , mobile phone in their room alone.



19. Which of these can cause you to skip 
your meal?
One meal doesn’t matter ☺



20. Using technological devices long 
hours;
Almost everyone knows the negative effects of technological devices…



thanks

for

listening


